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Cloze 1: 

 

 

Cloze 2: 

Have you ever wanted to look like a cat? Face painting can be part of good clothes. A 

painted cat face can help you look like a kitty for a ceremony! 

 Face painting has ---(22)--- around for a long time. Native Americans used face painting. 

They ---(23)--- it since ancient times. They thought it was as art. They did it for ---(24)---. They 

painted their faces for fights. They also painted their faces for ceremonies. They used face paint to 

show which region they are from. They used it to show their special place in the society.  

 Native Americans used plants to make face paint. They also used tree parts. They made 

red, white, and black paint. They made green and yellow paint, too. They used colors with care. 

Each color had a meaning. The meaning sometimes ---(25)--- from groups to groups. Each group 

had its own designs. 

22- 1) had  2) be   3) been  4) have 

23- 1) did  2) had done  3) would do  4) have done 

24- 1) hunt  2) hunting  3) to hunt  4) hunted 

25- 1) varied  2) was the same 3) explained  4) communicated 

Good Luck/ Ahmadi 
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Key answer: 

1- 3  2- 3  3- 3  4- 4  5- 3  6- 3 

7-  3  8- 2  9- 4  10- 3  11- 2  12- 2 

13- 3  14- 3  15- 3  16- 4 

17-  3  18- 4  19- 2  20- 1  21- 4 

22-  3  23- 4  24- 2  25- 1 


